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Technical Analysis of Access Token
Theft and Manipulation
Introduction
Privilege escalation is one of the primary tasks malware
must perform to be able to access Windows resources
that require higher privileges, perform privileged actions
(like executing privileged commands, etc.) on the system,
and move laterally inside the network to access and
infect other systems. Access token manipulation attacks
are massively adopted and executed by malware and
advanced persistent threats to gain higher privileges on
a system after the initial infection. These attacks are also
executed to perform privileged actions on behalf of other
users, which is known as Access Token Impersonation.

When a user is authenticated to Windows, it creates
a logon session for the user and returns the user SID
(Security Identifier) and SID of the groups to which the
user belongs, which is eventually used to control access
to various system resources. Local Security Authority
(LSA) creates the access token for the user. This
access token is primarily a kernel object that describes
the security context of the process or the thread,
as described here. Subsequently, all the processes
started in the context of the current logged-on user will
inherit the same access token. An access token has the
information about the current user SID, SID of the user
group, privileges enabled for the user, Token Integrity
level, Token type (Primary or Impersonation token), etc.
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Below is an example of some of the information contained in a user’s access
token.

However, apart from the standard user accounts, Windows typically
has many other user accounts under which the processes and services
execute, like SYSTEM account, Administrators account, service accounts,
etc. If the malware infects the machine and runs under the lower privileged
administrator account or any other lower privileged account, it will need to
elevate is privileges further to be able to perform meaningful actions and
do lateral movement. Hence, to be able to run with the elevated privileges,
the malware would attempt to change the security context of the calling
process by using Windows inbuilt functionality or impersonate the security
context of the process running with higher privileges. By default, a process
running as a SYSTEM will have the highest level of privileges.
If malware running with the lower privileges steals the token of the process
running with the higher privileges or SYSTEM by abusing Windows
functionality and spawns the process with the stolen access token, then a
resulting created process will have SYSTEM level privileges as well, helping
it to advance its further lateral movement activities. However, attacker will
have to bypass UAC to be able to further execute this attack.

When the user attempts to access the securable object, or makes an
attempt to perform a privileged task, the access token is checked against
the respective object’s Discretionary Access Control List (DACL) or System
Access Control List (SACL). The attributes set for the user’s or a group’s
SID in the access token determines the level of access for the user or group.
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In the following sections, we will attempt to outline how this task is
accomplished by malware authors, leading to the escalated privileges
on the system. We will also discuss how we can detect access token
manipulation attacks on the endpoint.
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Access Token Creation and User Account Control

As a fundamental aspect of the User Account Control (UAC) in Windows,
standard users as well as those who are a part of the administrator’s group,
access system resources in the context of standard users. When a user
who is a part of the administrator’s group logs on to the system, multiple
access tokens are granted to the user by the Local Security Authority
(LSA): a restricted access token or a filtered token which is the strippeddown SID with limited privileges, and an administrator or elevated access
token which can be used to perform administrative or privileged tasks.
Any user-initiated process will inherit the standard access token from
explorer.exe which starts when the user first authenticates to the system.
Users belonging to the local administrator group can run all apps and
perform actions like browsing using the standard access token. If the
administrative or standard user attempts to access any secured object
or intends to execute any privileged tasks, they will be prompted for
consent or credentials respectively, after which they can use the elevated
token. High level flow of access token creation, as described by Microsoft
documentation, can be visualized as below:

Authenticates
SAM database

NO
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User part of
administrator group?

YES

Assign the standard
user access token
to explore.exe

Assign the standard user
and administrator access
token to explore.exe

Ask for admin credentials
if the user performs
privileged tasks

Ask for the consent
if the user performs
privileged tasks
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The structure of the access token in the kernel is as seen below. It has many
useful pieces of information like token type, privileges assigned to the
token, impersonation level, user, and primary group info, etc.
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As we notice the above token structure in the kernel, some of the
important and relevant structures are the SEP_TOKEN_PRIVILEGES array
which describes the privileges assigned to the access token depending
upon the token elevation type, TOKEN_TYPE which is either primary
or impersonation token, describing the security context of the user
associated with the process, and SECURITY_IMPERSONATION_LEVEL
containing the constants, describing the impersonation level, which is the
ability of the calling process to impersonate the security context of the

Token structure of
a process started
as a low privileged
administrative
user (No elevation
prompt)
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target process. The definition of SECURITY_IMPERSONATION_LEVEL
constants can be found in the MS docs. The following figure helps with
visualizing the populated token structure details in WinDbg, highlighting
the differences when the process is started as a standard user belonging to
the administrator group, with and without an elevated token. We can clearly
notice the difference in the token elevation type, respective privileges
assigned to the token, and the process integrity level.

Token structure of
a process started
as the standard
user belonging
to administrator
group, with
elevation prompt
eventually using
elevated token
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We notice that some of the privileges assigned to the user are enabled by
default, while other privileges must be explicitly enabled. Malicious code would
usually try to steal the token of the SYSTEM level process, impersonating
its security context, eventually leading to the process running with elevated
privileges. During this process it would also enable the SE_DEBUG_NAME
(SeDebugPrivilege) which is required to access the memory of the process
running under another user context. In the following section, we will see how
this activity is performed by malware using Windows functionality.

Access Token Manipulation

Malware can use multiple methods to achieve token manipulation resulting
in privilege escalation:
■

■
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Duplicating the token and assigning it to a running thread: Once the
required privileges on the calling process are enabled, malware would
attempt to open the process running with higher privileges, acquire the
access token of the process, and duplicate it using DuplicateTokenEx.
It takes one of the SECURITY_IMPERSONATION_LEVEL constants as
its argument, which would usually be “SecurityImpersonation,” to
impersonate the security context of another process on the local system,
and subsequently use SetThreadToken Windows API to assign the
impersonated token to the current running thread. Consequently, the
calling thread will resume with the security context of the other process.
Starting a new process with the impersonation token:
Here again, after using DuplicateTokenEx, malware could use
CreateProcesswithToken, to launch another process with the duplicated
token, eventually resulting in the new process running in the security
context of the specified token. The calling process must have
SeImpersonatePrivilege which is enabled by default for processes
running under the context of elevated local administrator.
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Below is a visualization of the path followed by malware to execute token
manipulation attacks.
OpenProcess—Open the
process with the specified PID.
DWORD dwDesiredAccess,
BOOL bInheritHandle,
DWORD dwProcessId
OpenProcessToken—Opens
the process access token for
specified PID.
HANDLE ProcessHandle,
DWORD DesiredAccess,
PHANDLE TokenHandle
DuplicateTokenEx—Creates the new token duplicating the
existing token.
HANDLE
hExistingToken,
DWORD
dwDesiredAccess,
LPSECURITY_ATTRIBUTES
lpTokenAttributes,
SECURITY_IMPERSONATION_LEVEL ImpersonationLevel,
TOKEN_TYPE
TokenType,
PHANDLE
phNewToken
SetTokenInformation—Sets
various types of information for a
specified access token.
HANDLE TokenHandle,
TOKEN_INFORMATION_CLASS
TokenInformationClass,
LPVOID TokenInformation,
DWORD TokenInformationLength

ImpersonateLoggedOnuser—
Lets the calling thread
impersonate the security
context of a logged-on user.
HANDLE hToken

SetThreadToken—Assigns an
impersonation token to a thread.
PHANDLE Thread,
HANDLE Token

CreateProcessAsUserW—
New process runs in the security
context of the user represented
by the specified token.
HANDLE hToken,
LPCSTR lpApplicationName,
:

ResumeThread—Resumes the
execution of the suspended
thread.

CreateProcessWithTokenW—
New process runs in the security
context of the specified token.
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ooking at the Code: Technique 1:
L
CreateProcessWithTokenW
Looking at the code below, there are a few things that must be done to be
able to spawn the process with SYSTEM privileges.
■

■

■

■
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To be able to access/read another process’s memory, the calling process
must have “SeDebugPrivilege.” Users in the administrator group have
this privilege disabled by default. Calling OpenProcessToken on the
current process would return the token handle of the calling process,
following which LookupPrivilegeValue with “SE_DEBUG_NAME” returns
the LUID of the specified privilege. This will be returned in the TOKEN_
PRIVILEGES structure.
Next, we specify SE_PRIVILEGE_ENABLED in the TOKEN_PRIVILEGE
structure attributes field to indicate that the privilege specified in the
LUID needs to be enabled. Calling AdjustTokenPrivileges with the
handle acquired from OpenProcessToken and structure will get this
privilege enabled on the calling process.
Next, we call OpenProcess with the PID of the SYSTEM level process
specified on the command line and with the returned process handle
and execute OpenProcessToken to acquire the handle to the process’s
primary token. To be able to successfully duplicate the token in the next
call to DuplicateTokenEx, we need an access token with TOKEN_QUERY
and TOKEN_DUPLICATE permissions.
Before calling DuplicateTokenEx, we set SECURITY_IMPERSONATION_
LEVEL, which is an enumerator to “SecurityImpersonation” and TOKEN_
TYPE enumerator to “TokenPrimary.” This will allow the security context
of the target process to be impersonated, which most malware of this
type also does. With this, DuplicateTokenEx is called, returning the
handle to the duplicated token.
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■

This new token can now be used with CreateProcessWithTokenW, along
with the executable name and the PROCESS_INFORMATION structure, to
start a new process as a SYSTEM user.

Malware often attempts to set the session ID of the new process/thread to
the same as the target process using SetTokenInformation to impersonate
the user processes running from interactive logon. As shown below, the
resulting new process created is running in the security context of the
SYSTEM user.
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Following is a malware code snippet (dubbed RottonPotato:
A9FD8100AA5EF47E68B2F084562AFDE0) using the same technique to
start the process with a stolen access token:

■

Next, we call ImpersonateLoggedOnUser with the primary
or impersonation token handle derived with the previous API.
ImpersonateLoggedOnUser allows the calling thread to impersonate
the security context of the current logged in user which is specified by
the access token handle passed to it, after which GetUserName is called
again to check the security context. As we see below, the context of the
calling thread is changed to a SYSTEM level process.

ooking at the Code: Technique 2:
L
ImpersonateLoggedOnUser
■

As shown in the code below, we call GetUserName just after calling the
OpenProcessToken to check the user security context under which the
process is running. As highlighted in Technique 1, OpenProcessToken is
called with the PID of the SYSTEM level process.

Looking at the Code: Technique 3: CreateProcessAsUser

■

■
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Here, we call CreateProcessAsUser with one of the arguments as a
handle of the token acquired after calling DuplicateTokenEx. The new
process to be created is also passed as an argument to the call which will
subsequently run in the security context of the user represented by the
token handle.
To be able to create the process with the specified token handle, the
calling process must have SE_ASSIGNPRIMARYTOKEN_NAME as
shown here.
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Below is the output after calling CreateProcessAsUser, subsequently
creating the process with system level privileges.

ooking at the Code: Technique 4: SetThreadToken
L
ResumeThread
■

■

Below is the code snippet from a malware implementing the same user
impersonation technique.
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In the below malware code, GetTokenInformation is called to acquire
the TokenSessionID for the terminal services. Once the process access
token is duplicated, TokenSessionID is set on the duplicated token using
SetTokenInformation.
Subsequently, a thread is created in suspended mode and a
new impersonated token is assigned to the created thread with
SetThreadToken and then the suspended thread is resumed, calling
ResumeThread, which executes in the security context of the user
represented by the impersonated token.
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Other SYSTEM Level Processes

We checked out many other running SYSTEM level processes running and
were able to acquire and impersonate access tokens from some of them,
such as lsass.exe, winlogon.exe, googlecrashhandler.exe, and svchost.exe.
However, as shown in the following output, acquiring access tokens from
many of them failed owing to the security settings and read permissions for
these processes.
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We see multiple forms of failures in the above output. One is the
OpenProcess call failure and the other is OpenProcessToken call failure on
the SYSTEM level processes. We wanted to further investigate these failures
and check if there are any differences in the security settings and access
permissions for these processes. While investigating the OpenProcess API
failure on the passed PID, we found it was due to the protection settings of
these SYSTEM level processes. More details about the access rights on
the protected processes have been documented on MS docs. In summary,
protected processes prevent several malicious activities from malware or
non-protected processes which involve manipulating process objects like
code injection, obtaining a handle to the protected process, debugging a
running protected process, accessing memory, impersonating, or duplicating
a handle from a protected process, injecting a thread into it, etc. Below are the
protection settings for processes with OpenProcess failure and OpenProcess
success when looked at through Sysinternal’s Process Explorer. We see
that csrss.exe is protected with PsProtectedSignerWinTcb-Light and on
accessing permissions settings, it throws a process open error.
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This is also indicated in the OpenProcess docs as well.

Many of the other processes were found to be protected with the same or
other protections.

Digging into this a bit further and came across very interesting behavior
which is worth highlighting here. If we look at the OpenProcess call in the
code as shown below, PROCESS_QUERY_INFORMATION is passed as a
desired access.

API documentation here mentions PROCESS_QUERY_INFORMATION
from a process to the protected process isn’t allowed and we need to use
PROCESS_QUERY_LIMITED_INFORMATION in the OpenProcess call if we
need to acquire a handle to the protected process
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Further, I modified the code to use the PROCESS_QUERY_LIMITED_
INFORMATION while opening a handle to the protected process:

and I was able to successfully open the process, steal token and start a new
process with SYSTEM level privileges.
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While looking into OpenProcessToken call failure, we found few differences
between the access permissions of those processes. The below snapshot
highlights the differences in the permission settings for two different
processes: one with OpenProcessToken success and the other with
OpenProcessToken failure.
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Along with the above highlighted difference in the process permissions,
a related Specterops blog here also highlights another major difference
between the access token ownership of these processes because of
which OpenProcessToken failed. Access token ownership relates to
the TOKEN_USER and TOKEN_OWNER and as we see below, both the
processes, lsass.exe with OpenProcessToken success and spoolsv.exe
with OpenProcessToken failure, had a different token owner.

Coverage
MITRE ATT&CK
MITRE ATT&CK maps “Access token manipulation” under privilege
escalation technique T1134 and has identified many high impact malware
attacks armed with lateral movement capabilities using process access
token impersonation attacks as shown below. Many of the recent APTs
have been using similar techniques as well.

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1134/
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The below simplified visualization maps the access token manipulation
techniques used by malware to stages of lateral movement and when they
are used during malware spreading activity.
LATERAL MOVEMENT

Detecting Access Token Manipulation Attacks
YARA Rule
One of the ways to detect access token attacks is to monitor the Windows
APIs used. The following YARA rule can help with this detection.
rule access_token_impersonation

Credential
Theft

Privilege
Escalation

T1134.001

Token Theft/
Impersonation

T1134.002

Create Process
with Token

Target
Discovery

Gaining Resource
Access

Create and

T1134.003 impersonate token

Remote Code
Execution

{
meta:
description = “Yara rule to detect process access token impersonation”
author = “Chintan Shah”
date = “2021-01-29”
rule_version = “v1.1”
malware_family = “APT28/ FIN/ RottenPotato/Petya”
mitre_attack = “T1134.001 T1134.002 T1134.003”



strings:
$api1 = “OpenProcess”
$api2 = “OpenProcesstoken”
$api3 = “DuplicateTokenEx”
$apipath1_1 = “CreateThread”
$apipath1_2 = “SetTokenInformation”
$apipath1_3 = “SetThreadToken”
$apipath1_4 = “ResumeThread”
$apipath2_1 = “ImpersonateLoggedOnUser”
$apipath3_1 = “CreateProcessWithToken”
$apipath4_1 = “CreateProcessAsUser”

condition:
(all of ($api*) and all of ($apipath1_*)) or ( $api1 and $api2 and $apipath2_1 ) or ( all of ($api*) and $apipath3_1) or ( all
of ($api*) and $apipath4_1)
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Conclusion

About the Author

Access token manipulation attacks help malware execute its lateral
movement activities by staying under the radar and evading many other
mitigations like User Account Control, file system restrictions and other
System Access Control Lists (SACLs). Since these attack techniques use
the inbuilt Windows security features and exploits known as Windows APIs,
it is critical to monitor the malicious use of these APIs to generically detect
the malware using them. Since malware would usually target SYSTEM level
running processes for stealing tokens to gain elevated local privileges, it
is also a good security measure to monitor the API calls targeting these
processes.

Chintan Shah
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